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• Computers, Ethics, and Public Policy: CS 181 (Win)
• Computers, Ethics, and Public Policy (WIM): CS 181W (Win)
• DISCUSSIONS IN TECH FOR GOOD: CS 53 (Spr)
• Geopolitical Ramifications of Technological Advances: CS 18SI (Spr)
• Programming Methodology: CS 106A, ENGR 70A (Aut)
• Teaching Computer Science: CS 198 (Aut, Win, Spr)

2017-18
• Additional Topics in Teaching Computer Science: CS 198B (Aut, Win, Spr)
• Discussion in Tech for Good: CS 53SI (Aut)
• Introduction to Probability for Computer Scientists: CS 109 (Spr)
• Programming Methodology: CS 106A, ENGR 70A (Aut)
• Teaching Computer Science: CS 198 (Aut, Win, Spr)

2016-17
• Additional Topics in Teaching Computer Science: CS 198B (Aut, Win, Spr)
• Introduction to Probability for Computer Scientists: CS 109 (Win)
• Programming Methodology: CS 106A, ENGR 70A (Aut)
• Teaching Computer Science: CS 198 (Aut, Win, Spr)

2015-16
• Additional Topics in Teaching Computer Science: CS 198B (Win, Spr)
• Computational Decision Making: CS 29N (Spr)
• Introduction to Probability for Computer Scientists: CS 109 (Win)
• Programming Methodology: CS 106A, ENGR 70A (Aut)
• Teaching Computer Science: CS 198 (Aut, Win, Spr)
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- **Google TV search: dual-wielding search and discovery in a large-scale product.**
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- **A Web-based Kernel Function for Measuring the Similarity of Short Text Snippets.**
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- **Semi-supervised Clustering using Combinatorial MRFs.**
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- **The Happy Searcher: Challenges in Web Information Retrieval.**
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- **QProber: A system for automatic classification of hidden-Web databases** *ACM TRANSACTIONS ON INFORMATION SYSTEMS*
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- **Automatic Classification of Text Databases Through Query Probing.**
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- **Integrating Data Mining into Vertical Solutions.** *In SIGKDD Explorations*
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- **Inductive learning algorithms and representations for text categorization.**
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- **Lazy acquisition of place knowledge** *ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE REVIEW*
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- **Hierarchically Classifying Documents Using Very Few Words.**
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- **LEARNING NONLINEARLY SEPARABLE BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS WITH LINEAR THRESHOLD UNIT TREES AND MADALINE-STYLE NETWORKS** *11th National Conference on Artificial Intelligence (AAAI-93)*
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  M I T PRESS.1993: 335–341